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Dick Nathan has been an Arlington realtor since 1983. He graduated from The College of William and Mary and 
earned a Master's Degree in Urban Planning from George Washington University. A multi-million dollar producer, 
Dick is a member of the Northern Virginia Association of Realtors’ Top Producers Club, and has a sales volume 
among the top 5% of realtors nationwide. He holds the CRS designation, held by only 4% of all realtors  
nationwide. Additionally, Dick holds the Accredited Buyer’s Representative [ABR] and Seniors Real Estate 
Specialist [SRES] designations. 

Cody Chance is a graduate of Furman University with a double major in History and Asian Studies. An Eagle 
Scout, Cody has been a salesperson with New York Life, and in 2009 began an active role as Dick’s Marketing 
Director. A licensed agent since 2016, he works closely with Dick to help buyers find homes and to help sellers get 
the very best price for their properties. Cody holds the Seniors Real Estate Specialist [SRES] designation. 

SPECIAL EXPANDED EDITION—YEAR IN REVIEW. Please see the centerfold for a 
report on what sold in your neighborhood in 2018, and what is for sale now. Two new     
Falls Church communities have been added—Broadmont and The Broadway condo. 

OUR NEXT “RIGHT-SIZING” EVENT. If you’re thinking of selling your home, this 
may be of interest. Cody and I will be hosting our fifth seminar on the topic of “down-
sizing” to be held at the Washington Golf and Country Club on Wednesday, March 20. It 
will begin at 10:30 with a complimentary Continental Breakfast, and conclude at 1 pm. 
We are planning on a maximum of 35 guests so that individuals will have an opportunity to 
meet our speakers and ask questions.  
We’ve organized a top-flight panel of participants, all of whom should be very interesting 
and informative. Each will make a presentation which will be followed by a panel            
discussion. After that, there will be time for attendees to speak individually with the        
presenters. Participants will include an elder law attorney, representatives from an estate sale 
company, a company that helps people decide what to take and what not to take, a moving 
company spokesperson, a mortgage lender, a settlement attorney, and a representative from 
Goodwin House Retirement Community. 
Space will be limited — please register early: 703-284-9318 // dick.nathan@LNF.com 

2019 LOCAL MARKET OUTLOOK. In 2019, we expect the close-in Northern Virginia 
housing market to remain strong, with home prices appreciating and sales brisk. Several 
factors could negatively impact the market, however, and should be watched:  
• Inventory could continue to constrict to the point where only the homes of those who

move out of the region or die become available, thus with nothing on the market to buy,
no one is able to sell;

• Builders with whom we work tell us that new tariffs are raising the cost of building
materials for new construction and renovations, making new or newly remodeled
homes more expensive;

• Interest rates are creeping up at a moderate pace (although credit availability seems to
be good), raising the cost of purchasing for buyers;

• As of the time of publishing, the partial government shutdown is still in effect, and in a
region filled with federal employees and contractors any government shutdown makes
potential buyers wary of taking on a financial commitment like a mortgage.

It is likely, however, that none of the aforementioned potential issues will create a major 
impediment, and there are other factors that could have a positive effect on the close-in 
Northern Virginia housing market: 
• The announced arrival of Amazon, while not likely to be the huge instant boost to the

market that many anticipate [see page 4], has provided a psychological shot in the arm
to the market;

• Low unemployment and a strong economy nationally and locally will be a spur to
home ownership, so long as they continue;

• Pent-up energy in the market in the form of eager buyers and sellers ready to be
released as soon as there is some more inventory in the market.

WHAT’S GREAT ABOUT ARLINGTON AND FALLS CHURCH. “Ethnic grocery 
stores.” Enter these words plus “Arlington VA” or “Falls Church VA”  into your search  
engine and the search returns a long list of locations that offer a huge variety of international 
grocery choices: Thai, Filipino, Indian, Russian, Brazilian, Bangladeshi, Ethiopian, and 
more, and many of which also offer prepared foods. Look for more reviews here soon! 
One favorite is Troika Gastronom and Restaurant at 169 Hillwood Ave. in Falls Church. 
They have a great variety of Eastern European products. Be sure to try the pelmeni, delicious 
Russian dumplings, traditionally kept frozen outside in winter; the Bulgarian cheese sirene, 
like feta, but sweeter, richer, and less salty; and the ajvar [pronounced AY-var], a highly 
addictive Balkan food made of red bell peppers and other vegetables that comes in many  
varieties and can be used as a spread, a condiment, a pasta sauce, and more [the hot Serbian 
variety is particularly good]. As you might expect, the store also has caviar, Eastern          
European charcuterie, every kind of pickle and preserve you can imagine, excellent        
smoked, salted, and canned fish, and good Russian beer. The attached restaurant is also 
quite good, and serves Russian and regional dishes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 
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2018 REAL ESTATE MARKET REVIEW 
 
 

2018 was certainly a busy year in our local real estate market. Home sales were generally quite brisk – even well into the summer, 
when things tend to drop off. Prices in Arlington continued the trend of appreciation that we’ve seen in the last few years, with home 
sellers remaining in a very strong position and competition among buyers increasing. The other notable trend that has carried 
forward is that of dwindling inventory – making purchasing a home difficult for buyers both because of the lack of choice and the 
competition for those properties that have been available. One further problem that this scarcity leads to is a lack of liquidity in the  
 

market – those in a position to move up or to downsize and to then list a property find that there are no suitable properties for them 
to buy. Even if they do find a good candidate, with the market being rather competitive among buyers and tilted in favor of sellers, 
most sellers are unlikely to accept a purchase contract contingent on the sale of a buyer’s existing home. This has led several of our 
clients and others that we know to sell their properties and then to rent a home while they look for another one to buy. This can be 
a successful strategy, but one that involves moving multiple times and introducing a lease into the equation. 

 

 

NEIGHBORHOOD  CURRENTLY FOR SALE    UNDER CONTRACT 
[sale price not yet known, list price shown] 

 PROPERTIES SOLD IN 2018 
[properties settled in December marked with an asterisk; prices shown are net after any seller subsidy] 

ANALOSTAN  -   -   three 4-BR $1,225,000; $1,057,000; $905,000 
ARLINGWOOD  one 5-BR 

two 4-BR 
$2,100,000 
$1,449,900; $949,900 

 one 5-BR 
two 4-BR 

$1,379,554 
$1,049,999; $843,999 

 one 9-BR 
one 5-BR 
two 4-BR 

$4,325,000* 
$2,149,500 
$943,000*; $925,000 

BALLSTON CROSSING  -   -   -  
BALLSTON GREEN  -   -   one 3-BR $1,000,000 
BALLSTON ROW  one 4-BR $1,100,000  -   two 4-BR 

two 3-BR 
$1,025,000; $970,000 
$822,500; $819,200 

BALLSTON VILLAGE  -   -   -  
THE BERKELEY  -   -   two 2-BR 

two 1-BR 
$730,000; $587,000 
$414,000; $382,000 

BERKELEY SQUARE  -   -   -  
THE BIRCHES   -   -   two 4-BR 

one 3-BR 
$919,000; $873,000 
$903,750 

BLACK OAK  -   -   one 4-BR $1,155,000 
BROADMONT/CROSSMAN  one 6-BR $1,449,000  one 5-BR $1,075,000  four 5-BR 

two 4-BR 
one 3-BR 

$1,390,000; $1,356,000; $1,327,000; $1,298,500 
$1,015,000; $960,000 
$880,000 

THE BROADWAY  -   one 2-BR $815,000  one 3-BR 
six 2-BR 

$1,088,800 
$818,111; $702,000; $689,000; $619,000; $580,000; $567,400 

BROMPTONS AT BALLSTON  -   -   one 3-BR $1,195,440 
BROMPTONS AT CHERRYDALE  -   -   two 3-BR $910,000; $891,000 
BROMPTONS AT MONUMENT  -   -   two 3-BR $2,250,000*; $1,975,000 
BROMPTONS AT ROSSLYN  -   -   two 4-BR $1,150,000; $1,080,000 
BUCKINGHAM COMMONS  -   -   one 4-BR 

one 3-BR 
$877,500 
$824,950 

CARRIAGE HILL  -   one 5-BR $1,229,000  one 4-BR $915,000 
CATHCART SPRINGS     -   two 3-BR $820,000; $820,000 
CATHEDRAL VIEW  -   -   -  
COURT AT LYON VILLAGE  one 4-BR $1,170,000  -   -  
ENCLAVE AT BALLSTON  -   -   -  
THE GLEBE  -   one 4-BR $999,900  two 3-BR $1,119,000; $722,590 
GLEBE HOUSE MEWS  one 2-BR $819,900  -   -  
HARRISON PLACE  -   -   -  
THE HAWTHORN  one 1-BR $455,000  one 1-BR $430,000  five 2-BR 

one 1-BR 
$695,000; $632,000; $629,900; $620,000; $619,500 
$430,000* 

HIGHGATE  -   two 3-BR $1,049,000; $999,995  three 3-BR $1,375,000; $1,315,000; $1,065,000 
HUNTER OAKS  -   -   one 3-BR $750,000 
HYDE PARK  one 1-BR $348,900  two 1-BR $369,900; $349,000  four 2-BR 

nine 1-BR 
$530,000; $500,000; $495,000; $483,875 
$370,000; $370,000; $362,500; $358,500; $353,000; $346,888; $346,000; $342,800; $290,000 

LYNNBROOK  -   one 3-BR $929,000  one 3-BR $960,000* 
MADISON MEWS  -   -   -  
MARCEY CREEK  -   -   -  
THE MONROE  one 2-BR $939,000  -   two 3-BR 

five 2-BR 
$839,400; $835,000 
$945,000; $874,000; $830,000; $817,250; $742,000 

RIXEY VIEW  -   -   one 3-BR $937,000 
THE SANCTUARY  -   -   one 4-BR $1,080,000 
SHIRLEY WOODS  -   -   one 8-BR 

two 5-BR 
three 4-BR 
one 3-BR 

$2,475,000 
$2,630,000; $860,000 
$1,112,500; $990,000; $895,000 
$1,040,000 

SHIRLINGTON CREST  -   two 3-BR $729,500; $725,000  two 4-BR 
five 3-BR 
two 2-BR 

$720,000; $713,000 
$805,000; $740,000; $735,000; $725,000; $720,000 
$680,000; $605,000 

SPY HILL/STONE RIDGE  -   -   one 5-BR 
three 4-BR 

$1,285,000 
$953,000; $935,000; $815,000 

VIRGINIA SQUARE  one 3-BR $849,000  -   four 2-BR $610,000; $602,100; $550,000; $550,000 
WESTOVER PLACE  -   -   -  
THE WILLIAMSBURG  -   -   one 3-BR 

five 2-BR 
ten 1-BR 

$775,000 
$739,000; $730,000*; $712,010; $674,800; $634,500 
$589,650; $525,000; $455,000; $445,000; $441,700; $439,850; $438,000; $435,000; $425,000; $420,000 

WOODBURY HEIGHTS  -   one 2-BR $499,000  four 2-BR 
eleven 1-BR 

$559,800; $510,000; $485,000; $459,800 
$570,000; $560,000; $555,000; $395,000; $393,000; $350,000; $350,000*; $349,800; $337,500; $325,000; $286,150 

 

The information in this newsletter pertaining to real estate listings and sales is derived from the Northern Virginia Association of Realtorsfi  and Bright MLS; it is deemed reliable, but is not guaranteed.  Neither the association nor the MLS is in any way responsible for its accuracy.  The information provided herein does not imply that 
Long & Foster Real Estate is participating in these transactions.  If your property is listed with another broker, please disregard this offer as it is not our intention to solicit the listings of other realtors. 
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SO WHAT’S THE DEAL WITH AMAZON AND OUR HOUSING MARKET? It was no secret that we were on the 
short-list for Amazon’s second headquarters location—after all, the region already had the technological infrastructure, a 
tech labor force with many of the skills needed, and the type of environment and urban access likely to appeal to the work-
force Amazon hopes to attract. Plus, Jeff Bezos bought a mansion in DC, which, in retrospect, seems like a dead giveaway.  
 

So what does this do to our housing market? Short answer: probably not as much as you think. Everyone expected that 
the city winning the new location would have an immediate and enormous injection of people and capital investment. The 
decision was made to split the new location between Crystal City and Queens, NY, meaning that the anticipated influx 
changed from 50,000 jobs to 25,000. It is also important to remember that fully staffing the location is expected to take 
about 10 years. It probably won’t be this linear, but that’s about 2,500 jobs per year over the next decade.  
 

Also take into account that these are expected to be a large number of high-paying jobs, which, in a smaller metro area 
might have meant a lot of high-paying jobs where there weren’t many before. However, many here already have jobs    
paying salaries comparable to what Amazon will pay. In addition to this, remember that Arlington has been concerned for 
years that there is a lot of high-grade commercial office space going unused, and some large office tenants have been 
moving out of Arlington over the last few years, which is why there is room for Amazon in Crystal City now. Many of 
these Amazon jobs will be replacing ones that have been moving out of the county, and may continue to do so. 
 

So, the value of your house isn’t going to double as soon as Amazon hangs out its proverbial shingle. The most realistic 
estimate we’ve seen is that Arlington home values will increase between 3% and 5% as a result of Amazon’s arrival. The 
real effects should be positive, even if not the miracle transformation that some had hoped. For many reasons, including the 
prevalence of federal employees and contractors, the Northern Virginia housing market is less volatile than most. In the 
financial crisis a decade ago, area homeowners suffered less of a loss in home value than most of the country, and          
recovered more quickly. Amazon’s arrival should only strengthen that position of stability. The other benefits are likely to 
be in the form of investments in infrastructure—physical infrastructure, transportation infrastructure, and community   
amenities—all things that will draw more business and investment and more residents. What we foresee Amazon bringing 
our market is the promise of even more stability and sustained growth, and that’s really excellent news for all of us. 
 
NEW PREFERRED PROVIDER LIST.   We have just updated and expanded our Preferred Provider List, including sev-
eral new professional persons. Please contact us for this complimentary list of painters, wood floor/carpet person, handy-
man, plumber, electrician, etc. Call us at 703/284-9318 or email us at dick.nathan@longandfoster.com for a copy of the 
list, and let us know if you have a question about a tradesperson or a project — we’re here to help.  
 

Recently I’ve had occasion to use a number of our recommended providers myself, with very positive results. Cameron 
Jones Computer Services [when my computer crashed], and Jeff Littlejohn of JML Electric, Lillard Painting, 
James Gilmartin of Olympia Moving & Storage, Albert Ayoub of Amber Floors, Jimmy Ayoub of George Ayoub Carpet 
Cleaning, Chris Gadon Handyman, and New World Cleaning have all helped in my new home and all did superb work! 
 
WHAT WE DO FOR OUR SELLERS. We know how to create value. We use only the best professional photography, 
careful staging and presentation, and outstanding marketing to get the most exposure for our sellers’ property and pre-
sent it in the best possible light – so that our listings sell for the highest possible price in the shortest amount of time. If our  
clients’ home needs work to shine, we coordinate painters, flooring professionals, cleaners, and other contractors so that 
our clients don’t have to — and we supervise the work.  We communicate with our clients constantly, so that they’re never 
the last to know. As our past clients will attest, most of all, we care about what we do. 
 
WHAT WE DO FOR OUR BUYERS. Whether you’re buying your first home or your fourth, we can help. We’ll assist 
you through the financing process, and introduce you to mortgage lenders who can provide the lowest interest rate and get 
your loan approved quickly. We will help direct the search for your new home, listening to your needs and searching for 
the right property – even sometimes one that may not be on the market. We will help structure a successful offer, and  
negotiate the contract to ratification. After the contract is ratified, we will be present for your home inspection and        
negotiate any inspection items with the seller, take care of all details and deadlines, serve as a sounding board, address any 
issues that may arise, and get you to settlement on time with as little stress as possible. In short, we care. 
 
FOR BUYERS - HOW IS YOUR CREDIT SCORE?  Did you ever wonder why you should take the time to improve 
your credit score before you decide to buy a house or condo? Your credit score is a major factor in determining what in-
terest rate you’ll pay for your mortgage. The difference between a high credit score (above 760) and a fair score [640-680] 
may be the difference between a low mortgage rate and a higher rate, which could cost tens of thousands of dollars over the 
life of a 30-year loan. Of course, lenders consider multiple factors when quoting your interest rate in addition to your 
credit score. They include your loan-to-value [how much you borrow vs. the sales price], your loan term [the number of 
years], location, type of property and the loan type [30-year fixed vs. 7-year ARM for example]. 
 

According to my.fico.com, ways to improve your credit score include: pay bills on time; if you’ve missed payments, get 
current; keep balances low on credit cards; pay off debt rather than moving it around; don’t close unused credit cards 
[which may lower your score]; don’t open a number of new credit cards that you don’t need. For more info, see 
my.fico.com/credit-education/improve-your-credit-score. 
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life of a 30-year loan. Of course, lenders consider multiple factors when quoting your interest rate in addition to your 
credit score. They include your loan-to-value [how much you borrow vs. the sales price], your loan term [the number of 
years], location, type of property and the loan type [30-year fixed vs. 7-year ARM for example]. 
 

According to my.fico.com, ways to improve your credit score include: pay bills on time; if you’ve missed payments, get 
current; keep balances low on credit cards; pay off debt rather than moving it around; don’t close unused credit cards 
[which may lower your score]; don’t open a number of new credit cards that you don’t need. For more info, see 
my.fico.com/credit-education/improve-your-credit-score. 
 


